
 
 
 
 

Tournament Rules 
 
 

§ Anglers will leave in boats between 8:00am and 9:00am and return by 2:00pm 
§ Anglers are responsible for uploading all fish pictures using the iAngler fishing app with 

pictures taken using the official CREW Go Fish ruler for 2022 
§ Anglers must leave and return to The Westshore Yacht Club by boat along with their 

assigned Captain 
§ Fishing area will be Tampa Bay and its tributaries. Natural and artificial baits are 

permitted, and chumming is permitted 
§ Eligible fish species categories are Mangrove Snapper, Redfish, Snook, Spanish 

Mackerel, and Speckled Trout  
§ Anglers not back on the dock by 2:30 pm may be disqualified from the tournament 
§ Each Angler SHOULD LOG EVERY FISH CAUGHT in the five eligible categories 

regardless of size, as well as anything else caught. There is no minimum length - a 
small fish could win you the Sorry Charlie! Award 

§ Angler must release all fish after the Captain has measured and the Angler has logged 
it for conservation purposes 

§ Fish will be measured per the FWC’s measurement guidelines based on species 
 

*Fjrst, Second, and Third Place awards will be determined by who catches at least three fish 
of different species from the five eligible species and will be based on the total inches of the 
longest fish from each eligible category. 
 
*The Master Angler trophy will be awarded to the angler who catches at least four fish of 
different species from the five eligible species and will be based on the total inches of the 
longest fish from each eligible category. 
 
*The Sorry Charlie! trophy will be awarded to the angler who catches, with a hook, the 
"craziest" catch out of the water.                Determination of the craziest catch will be at the 
discretion of the Go Fish Committee Leadership Team. Be sure to record everything you've 
caught in the "Sorry Charlie" category, from a guppy to a shoe! 
 
Team Award trophy will be awarded to the team of anglers whose team catches the 
greatest number of inches of eligible fish. 
 
*If there is a tie, the angler who submitted their final fish first will be the winner 
*Anglers are eligible for one trophy in the individual award categories 


